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 Abstract. The development of accurate and fast algorithms for the Boltz-
 mann collision integral and their analysis represent a challenging problem in
 scientific computing and numerical analysis. Recently, several works were de-
 voted to the derivation of spectrally accurate schemes for the Boltzmann equa-
 tion, but very few of them were concerned with the stability analysis of the
 method. In particular there was no result of stability except when the method
 was modified in order to enforce the positivity preservation, which destroys the
 spectral accuracy. In this paper we propose a new method to study the sta-
 bility of homogeneous Boltzmann equations perturbed by smoothed balanced
 operators which do not preserve positivity of the distribution. This method
 takes advantage of the "spreading" property of the collision, together with
 estimates on regularity and entropy production. As an application we prove
 stability and convergence of spectral methods for the Boltzmann equation,
 when the discretization parameter is large enough (with explicit bound).
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 1. Introduction

 This work is the sequel of several papers devoted to the approximation of the
 Boltzmann equation using fast spectral methods [27, 11, 21, 14]. The present paper
 is devoted to the stability and convergence analysis of general spectral algorithms.

 In a microscopic description of rarefied gas, the particles move by a constant
 velocity until they undergo binary collisions. In statistical physics, the properties
 of the gas are described by a density function in phase space, f(t,x,v), called the
 distribution function, which gives the fraction of particles per unit volume in phase
 space at time t. The distribution function satisfies the Boltzmann equation, a non-
 linear integro-diiferential equation, which describes the combined effect of the free
 flow and binary collisions between the particles.

 The main difficulty in the approximation of the Boltzmann equation is due to
 the multi-dimensional structure of the collisional integral, since the integration runs
 on a highly-dimensional unflat manifold. In addition, the numerical integration
 requires great care, since the collision integral is at the basis of the macroscopic
 properties of the equation. Further difficulties are represented by the presence of
 stiffness, such as the case of a small mean free path or the case of large velocities [10] .

 For such reasons realistic numerical simulations are based on Monte- Carlo tech-

 niques. The most famous examples are the Direct Simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC)
 methods by Bird [1] and by Nanbu [22]. These methods guarantee efficiency and
 preservation of the main physical properties. However, avoiding statistical fluctua-
 tions in the results becomes extremely expensive in the presence of non-stationary
 flows or close to continuum regimes.

 Among deterministic approximations, Discrete Velocity Models (DVM) are based
 on a Cartesian grid in velocity and on a discrete collision mechanism on the points
 of the grid that preserves the main physical properties. Unfortunately DVM are
 not competitive with Monte-Carlo methods in terms of computational cost, and
 their accuracy seems to be less than first order [23, 24, 25, 9].

 Another class of numerical methods, based on the use of spectral techniques in
 the velocity space, has been developed. The methods were first derived in [26],
 inspired from spectral methods in fluid mechanics [6] and by previous works on
 the use of Fourier transform techniques for the Boltzmann equation [2] . They are
 based on approximating in the velocity space the distribution function by a periodic
 function, and on its representation by Fourier series. The spectral method has been
 further developed in [27, 29] where evolution equations for the Fourier modes were
 explicitly derived and spectral accuracy of the method was proven. Strictly speak-
 ing, these methods are not conservative, since they only preserve mass, whereas
 momentum and energy are approximated with spectral accuracy. Moreover, the
 spectral method has also been applied to non-homogeneous situations [11], to the
 Landau equation [30, 10, 28], where fast algorithms can be readily derived, and to
 the case of granular gases [13]. Independently A. Bobylev and S. Rjasanow [3, 4]
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 SPECTRAL METHODS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 1949

 have also constructed fast algorithms based on a Fourier transform approximation
 of the distribution function, but the method is not spectrally accurate (only second
 order).

 In [21] a fast spectral method was proposed for a class of particle interactions
 including pseudo-Maxwell molecules in dimension 2 and, most importantly, hard
 spheres in dimension 3, on the basis of the previous spectral method together with
 a suitable semi-discretization of the collision operator. This method permits us to
 reduce the computational cost from O(n2) to O{n log2 n) without losing the spectral
 accuracy, thus making the method competitive with Monte-Carlo.

 However, an important drawback of the spectral methods up to now has been
 the lack of proof of stability. Indeed, as compared to discrete velocity methods, the
 difficulties are somehow opposite: consistency results are easily obtained, whereas
 the lack of positivity preservation of the scheme is a major issue when one studies
 its stability properties. The only paper concerned with the issue of stability for
 spectral methods applied to the Boltzmann collision operator is [29], but in the
 latter the author introduces some "filters" on the Fourier modes in order to restore

 the positivity-preservation of the scheme, which breaks the spectral accuracy.
 In this paper we give the first stability result for the spectral methods applied to

 the Boltzmann collision operator. Moreover, we propose a method which is likely
 to have other utilizations in collisional kinetic theory:

 • we write the Galerkin approximation on the first N Fourier modes of the
 evolution equation as a smooth balanced perturbation of the original equa-
 tion, in the sense of a perturbation by some small and mass-preservation
 (although not positivity- preserving) error term;

 • we prove existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions for small times,
 conditionally to a bound on the L1 norm;

 • we use the mixing structure [31, 19] of the collision process to show the
 appearance of positivity after a small time (depending on the size of the
 box of truncation and the approximation parameter TV);

 • we use the mass conservation to deduce uniform bounds on the L1 norm,
 and therefore regularity bounds growing at most exponentially in time;

 • we perform a detailed analysis of the unperturbed truncated problem, show-
 ing uniform in time regularity and asymptotic convergence to equilibrium;

 • finally we use the fact that the equilibrium is unchanged by the smooth
 balanced perturbation and that it is non-linearly stable for the perturbed
 periodized Boltzmann equation, in order to prove global in time stability
 and convergence to equilibrium for the perturbed Boltzmann equation (we
 connect the previous point for initial times, together with the stability of
 equilibrium for asymptotic times).

 Hence our paper introduces a general method on how to exploit fine mixing
 properties of the collision process in the study of stability of a particular class of
 perturbed Boltzmann equation, with the application in mind to the stability of
 spectral methods.

 The outline of this paper is as follows. The Boltzmann equation and its basic
 features are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we explain the truncation and
 periodization associated with spectral methods and fast spectral methods. We also
 formulate the problem of stability of these methods in the general framework of the
 stability properties of the Boltzmann equation with respect to a smooth balanced
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 1950 FRANCIS FILBET AND CLÉMENT MOUHOT

 perturbation. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the main stability result in the
 general framework. Section 5 is devoted to the study of the asymptotic behavior
 of the truncated problem on the basis of the entropy production theory. Finally,
 in Section 6 we apply the latter result to the spectral method and establish some
 stability and convergence results of the numerical solution.

 2. The Boltzmann equation

 The Boltzmann equation describes the behavior of a dilute gas of particles when
 the only interactions taken into account are binary elastic collisions. It reads for
 xeQ,veRd, where Q e Rd is the spatial domain (d > 2):

 %+v-Vxf = Q(f,f),
 where / := f(t,x,v) is the time-dependent particle distribution function in the
 phase space. The Boltzmann collision operator Q is a quadratic operator local in
 (¿, x). The time t and position x act only as parameters in Q, and therefore will be
 omitted in its description:

 (2.1) Q(f,f)(v) = f f B('v - V,|,cos0) (/I/' - U) dadv*.

 We used the shorthand / = f(v), /* = /(v*), /' = /(t/), /* = /«). The velocities
 of the colliding pairs (i>,t>*) and (î/,i£) are related by

 = v- -((v -v+) - 'v-v*'a),

 v+=v- -((v-v*) + 'v-v+'cr),

 with a e Sd~1. The collision kernel B is a non- negative function which by physical
 arguments of invariance only depends on 'v - v*' and cos# = u • <r, where u -
 (v - v*)/'v - v+' is the normalized relative velocity.

 In this work we are concerned with short-range interaction models. More pre-
 cisely we assume that B is locally integrable. Here are the hypothesis on the
 collision kernel:

 (2.2) J3(|u|,cos0) = $(|u|)6(cos0),
 with

 (2.3) $(z) = 27, 2GR+, for some 7 G (0, +00)
 and b smooth such that

 (2.4) / 6(cos 0) sind~2 0 dO < +00.
 Jo

 These assumptions are satisfied for the so-called hard spheres model B(u) - |u|, and
 it is known as Grad's angular cutoff assumption when it is (artificially) extended
 to interactions derived from a power-law potential. As an important benchmark
 model for the numerical simulation, we therefore introduce the so-called variable
 hard spheres model (VHS), which writes

 J3(|i¿|,cos0) = C7'up

 for some 7 G (0, 1] and a constant C1 > 0.
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 SPECTRAL METHODS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 1951

 For this class of model, one can split the collision operator as

 Q(f,f) = Q+(f,f)-L(f)f,

 with

 Q+(fJ)=[ I B('v-v*lcos6)f'f:dadv*
 JRd J$d-1

 and

 £,(/)=/ / B ('v - v*' , cos 0)f* da dv*.
 JRd JS^-1

 Boltzmann's collision operator has the fundamental properties of conserving
 mass, momentum and energy: at the formal level

 / Q(fJ)(ß(v)dv = 0, ¿(i;) = l,V,M2,
 JRd

 and it satisfies well-known Boltzmann's H theorem

 ~ ai f f log fdv=- [ Q(f,f)log(f)dv>0. ai JRd JRd

 The functional - / / log / is the entropy of the solution. Boltzmann's H theorem
 implies that any equilibrium distribution function, i.e., any function which is a
 maximum of the entropy, has the form of a locally Maxwellian distribution

 where p, u, T are the density, macroscopic velocity and temperature of the gas,
 defined by

 p= / f(v)dv, u=-[ vf(v)dv, T=^-[ 'u-v'2 f(v)dv.
 JveRd P JveRd dp JveRd

 For further details on the physical background and derivation of the Boltzmann
 equation we refer to Cercignani, Illner, Pulvirenti [8] and Villani [33].

 3. Formulation of a general stability result

 In this section we recall the basic principles leading to the periodized truncations
 of the Boltzmann collision operator arising in spectral methods. Then we present
 the main result of this paper: the stability of the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann
 equation with respect to a smooth balanced perturbation, preserving mass and
 smoothness but not non-negativity of the solution. This stability means that we
 are able to construct global solutions and estimate the error between perturbed and
 unperturbed solutions.

 Any deterministic numerical method requires us to work on a bounded velocity
 space. This therefore supposes a non-physical truncation (associated with limit
 conditions) of this velocity space, which we shall discuss below.
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 1952 FRANCIS FILBET AND CLÉMENT MOUHOT

 3.1. General framework. We consider the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann
 equation written in the following general form:

 (3.1) ^ = Q(f,f),
 where Q(f, /) is given by

 (3.2) Q(f, f)= f B(y, z) [/'£ - /*/] dy dz, v G Rd, Jc

 with

 v' = v + Of{y, z), v'ir = v + e'*(y, z), v*=v + e*(j/, z).
 In the equations above, C is some given (unbounded) domain for y, z, and O, G',

 ©* are suitable functions, to be defined later. This general framework emphasizes
 the translation invariance property of the collision operator, which is crucial for the
 spectral methods. We will be more precise in the following paragraphs for some
 changes of variables, allowing us to reduce the classical operator (2.1) to the form
 (3.2).

 A problem associated with deterministic methods which use a fixed discretization
 in the velocity domain is that the velocity space is approximated by a finite region.
 Physically the domain for the velocity is Rd, and the property of having compact
 support is not preserved by the collision operator. In general the collision process
 indeed spreads the support by a factor '¡2 in the elastic case (see [31, 19] and
 also [18] for similar properties in the inelastic case). As a consequence, for the
 continuous equation in time, the function / is immediately positive in the whole
 domain Rd. Thus, at the numerical level, some non-physical condition has to be
 imposed to keep the support uniformly bounded. In order to do this there are two
 main strategies:

 • One can remove the physical binary collisions that will lead outside the
 bounded velocity domains. This means a possible increase in the number
 of local invariants, i.e., the functions ip such that

 (</?'* + V1 - V* - ¥>)

 is zero everywhere on the domain. If this is done properly (i.e., without re-
 moving too many collisions), the scheme remains conservative and without
 spurious invariants. However, this truncation breaks down the convolution-
 like structure of the collision operator, which requires the translation invari-
 ance in velocity. Indeed the modified collision kernel depends on v through
 the boundary conditions. This truncation is the starting point of most
 schemes based on Discrete Velocity Models.

 • One can add some non-physical binary collisions by periodizing the function
 and the collision operator. This implies the loss of some local invariants
 (some non-physical collisions are added). Thus the scheme is not conser-
 vative anymore, although it still preserves the mass if the periodization is
 done carefully. However, in this way the structural properties of the colli-
 sion operator are maintained, and thus they can be exploited to derive fast
 algorithms. This periodization is the basis of spectral methods.

 Therefore, we consider the space homogeneous Boltzmann equation in a bounded
 domain in velocity VL = [-L, L]d with 0 < L < oo. We truncate the integration in
 y and z in (3.2) since periodization would yield an infinite result if not: we set y and
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 SPECTRAL METHODS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 1953

 z to belong to some truncated domain Cr C C (the parameter R refers to its size and
 will be defined later) . For a compactly supported function with support included in
 Bs, the ball centered at 0 with radius S > 0, one has to prescribe suitable relations
 (depending on the precise change of variable and truncation chosen) between 5,
 R and L in order to retain all possible collisions and at the same time prevent
 intersections of the regions where / is different from zero (this is the so-called
 dealiasing condition) . Then the truncated collision operator reads

 (3.3) QRU, f)= f B(y, z) (ft f - /* /) dy dz
 JcR

 for v e T>l (the expression for v G Rd is deduced by periodization) . By making
 some changes of variable on v, one can easily prove for the two choices of variables
 y, z of the next subsections that for any function <p periodic on T>l the following
 weak form is satisfied:

 (3.4) / QR(f,f)<p(v)dv=' 4 [ [ Bfaz)/*/ M + ?'-?+- <p)dydzdv. JvL 4 JvL JcR

 Now, we use the representation QR to derive spectral methods. Hereafter, we
 use just one index to denote the d-dimensional sums with respect to the vector
 k = (fei, ..., kd) G Zd. Hence we set

 N N

 k=-N ku...,kd = -N

 The approximate function fjy is represented as the truncated Fourier series
 N

 (3.5) Mv)= £ hélkv
 k=-N

 with

 In a Fourier-Galerkin method the fundamental unknowns are the coefficients fk(t),
 k - -TV, . . . , N. We obtain a set of ODEs for the coefficients fk by requiring that
 the residual of (3.3) be orthogonal to all trigonometric polynomials of degree less
 than N. Hence for k = -N, . . . , TV,

 (3-6) L ^w-QR^N^^)e^îk'vdv=o-
 By substituting expression (3.5) in (3.4) we get

 QR(fNjN) = QR'+(fNjN) - LR(fN)fN
 with

 N N

 (3.7) LR(fN)fN = E E ß(m,m)fifmei^l+m^,
 l=-N m=-N

 (3.8) QR'+(fNjN) = £ E ß(lMfifmei^l+m>v,
 l=-N m=-N
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 1954 FRANCIS FILBET AND CLÉMENT MOUHOT

 where

 (3.9) ß(l,m)= I B(y,z)elï(l'&'{y>z)+m-&*^z))dydz.
 JcR

 The spectral equation is the projection of the collision equation in Pjv, the
 (2N + l)d-dimensional vector space of trigonometric polynomials of degree at most
 N in each direction, i.e.,

 -Qj- = rNQ UN,JN),
 where Vn denotes the orthogonal projection on P^ in L2(T>l).

 3.2. The truncation associated with classical spectral methods. In the clas-
 sical spectral method [27], a simple change of variables in (2.1) permits us to write

 (3.10) Q(f, f)= I Í ßclass(ö, w) (f(v')M) - f(v)f(Vi,)) dw dg,

 with g = v-v* <ERd,üü e S^"1, and

 v1 = v-'(g- 'g'u),

 (3.11) | v^ = v-l{g + ìgìuj),
 v* = v + g.

 Then, we set C := Rd x S^"1 and

 &(9,u)~-±(g-'g'uj)1 &:(g,uj):=-^(g+'g'üü), Q^g^u) := g.
 Finally the collision kernel ßclass is defined by

 (3.12) ßclass(5)u,) = 2a-1 (1 - {g-w))d/2-lB('g',2{g-u)2 - l).
 Thus, the Boltzmann operator (3.10) is now written in the form (3.2). We

 consider the bounded domain T>l = [- L, L]d for the distribution / and the bounded
 domain Cr = BrX Sd~1 for some R > 0. The truncated operator reads in this case

 (3.13) QR(fJ)(v) = í Bcl™s(g,üü) (/«)/(</) - f(v*)f(v)) dudg.
 JBrxS*1-1

 3.3. The truncation associated with fast spectral methods. Here we shall
 approximate the collision operator starting from a representation which conserves
 more symmetries of the collision operator when one truncates it in a bounded
 domain. This representation was used in [3, 15] to derive finite difference schemes,
 and it is close to the classical Carleman representation (cf. [7]). The basic identity
 we shall need is (for u G Rd)

 (3.14) i / F('u'a -u)da= -^ * [ 6(2yu+ 'y'2) F(y) dy.
 ¿ J§d-1 'U'U * JRd

 Using (3.14) the collision operator (2.1) can be written as

 (3.15) Q(f, /)(„) = 2a"1 / / Bíast(y, z) S(y ■ z)

 {f(v + z)f(v + y)-f{v + y + z)f(v)) dy dz
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 SPECTRAL METHODS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 1955

 with

 B*«(y, z) = S" B('y + z', "f^j) 'y + ^(d-2)-
 Thus, the collision operator is now written in the form (3.2) with C := Rd x Md,

 B(y,z) = Btast(ytz)S(yz),
 and

 v* = v + el (y, 2), v' = v + @'{y, z), v* = v + 6*(y, *)
 with

 91(2/, *) := z, 6'(y, 2;) := y, 9*(?/, 2) := y + z.

 Now we consider the bounded domain T>l = [-L,L]d, (0 < L < 00) for the
 distribution / and the bounded domain Cr - Br x Br for some R > 0. The
 (truncated) operator now reads

 (3.16) Q*(/,/)(^)= ¡ B{*st(y,z)ö(yz){f(v+z)f(v+y)-f(v+y+z)f(v))dydz
 JcR

 for v e T>L. This representation of the collision kernel yields better decoupling
 properties between the arguments of the operator and allows us to lower significantly
 the computation cost of the method by using the fast Fourier transform (see [21,
 14]).

 Let us make a crucial remark about the choice of R. When / has support
 included in Bs, S > 0, it is usual (see [27, 21]) to search for the minimal period L
 (in order to minimize the computational cost) which prevents interactions between
 different periods of / during one collision process. From now on, we shall always
 assume that we can take L and R large enough such that, when needed, R > y/2L.
 Hence all the torus is covered (at least once) in the integration of the variables
 (g,u) or (y,z).

 3.4. A common abstract formulation for the stability
 of spectral methods. From now on, QR shall denote a periodized truncated
 collision operator as in (3.13) or (3.16). As we shall see, using this formulation,
 both classical and fast spectral methods fall into the following framework:

 (3.17) I dt
 { /(0,v) = /<>,,(«), veVL,

 where Pe is a "smooth balanced perturbation", which means that it satisfies the
 following (balanced law)

 (3.18) f P£(f)dv = 0
 and preserves the smoothness of the distribution function, i.e., there exist constants
 Co, Ck > 0 such that

 r nw)iui < Coii/iuiii/iui,
 (3.19) I

 ( IIW)ll/i*er < Cfcii/iUiH/H^, fc>o,

 where |Hlff*er is the usual norm of the Sobolev space of periodic functions H*ei(T>L).
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 1956 FRANCIS FILBET AND CLÉMENT MOUHOT

 Moreover, the perturbation is supposed to be small in the following sense: there
 exists a function <p(e) such that for any p > 0,

 (3.20) IIW)ll*g.r < <p(e),
 where (p(e) depends on ||/||Hp+fc for some k > 0, and goes to zero as £ goes to zero.

 Finally, in order to prove global existence with uniform regularity bounds, we
 shall require additional assumptions on the relation between the equilibrium dis-
 tributions of the perturbed and unperturbed (periodized) Boltzmann equations, as
 well as the stability of the unperturbed equation (see the following statement).

 Let us therefore write the unperturbed equation for reference:

 (3.21) ig-0"</./>. «Pl. O0,
 I /(<>,») = AM, veVL.

 Let us state the general stability theorem:

 Theorem 3.1. Let us consider a perturbed Boltzmann equation (3.17) in the torus
 T>l, where QR is defined by (3.13) or (3.16), and for a sequence of smooth balanced

 perturbations (P£ = P£(f))e>0 which satisfy (3.18)-(3.20).
 Assume that the constant functions are equilibria of the perturbed equation (3.17)

 (as for equation (3.21),) and that they are non-linearly locally stable in any H^er(Vi)
 for equation (3.21).

 We assume that /o is a non-negative function, non-zero everywhere, belonging to

 ifper(D^) with k G N and k > d/2. We consider a sequence of smooth balanced per-
 turbations /o,£ of the initial datum for the perturbed problem (3.17) (not necessarily
 positive) such that

 / he = / /o and ||/o-/o,£||/f*. p < <K¿), JvL JvL p

 where ip(s) goes to zero when e goes to zero.
 Then there exists So > 0 depending only on the collision kernel B, the truncation

 R, the constants in (3.19)-(3.20) for the perturbation, and the Lx(X>l) and H*er{T>L)
 norms on fo, such that for any e G (0,6o),

 (i) there exists a unique global smooth solution f£ to (3.17);
 (ii) for any p < k, this solution belongs to H^er(T>L) for all times with uniform
 bounds as time goes to infinity;

 {in) this solution remains "essentially non-negative" uniformly in time, in the
 sense that there is rj(e) > 0 (with rj(e) -> 0 as e goes to 0) such that the
 non-positive part is rj(e) -small:

 V¿>0, ||/r(*,-)l|Loo<ry(e),

 where f~ denotes 'fe' l{/e<o}/
 (iv) this solution f£ converges in if^er(I>L) for any p < k, uniformly on any
 [0,T], T > 0, to the solution f of the unperturbed equation (3.21) when the
 parameter £ goes to zero;

 (v) the solution f£ to (3.17) converges in H^^Vl) as time goes to infinity to
 the constant equilibrium distribution in the torus prescribed by its mass,
 and it is "asymptotically uniformly positive", that is, fort larger than some
 fixed explicit time.
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 SPECTRAL METHODS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 1957

 We split the proof into two main steps: first in Section 4 we prove existence,
 uniqueness and smoothness of a solution on an arbitrary bounded time interval
 (as the size of perturbation goes to 0). The main difficulty is to prove that non-
 negativity of the distribution function is recovered in a certain sense. Then, in Sec-
 tion 5 we study the asymptotic behavior and establish global stability in time. The
 main issue there is to prove regularizing properties of the gain operator QRi+(f, f)
 and entropy production estimates on QR. Finally in Section 6 we apply the previous
 general results to spectral methods, and we prove their stability and convergence.

 4. Proof of stability on an arbitrary bounded time interval

 In this section we first give some technical lemmas and next establish a result
 showing existence and uniqueness of a smooth solution on an arbitrary time interval
 to the perturbed equation (3.17), depending on an assumption of smallness on the
 size of the perturbation. Then, in Lemma 4.5 we prove the control of negative
 values of f(t).

 4.1. Preliminary results. We start this section by a classical result of Lp esti-
 mates on the Boltzmann operator QR(g, h) given by

 QR(g, h) := / B(y, z) (¿ h! - g, h) dydz.
 JcR

 Lemma 4.1. Let the collision kernel B satisfy the assumptions (2.2) -(2.4). Then,
 the periodized Boltzmann operator QR (defined by (3.13) or (3.16),) satisfies the
 following: for all p G [0, oo] there exists a constant CP(R,B) > 0 such that

 (4.1) ''QR(g,h)''LP, ''QR(h,g)''L, < Cp(R,B)''g''Li''h''LP.
 Proof The proof is exactly similar to the case of the usual Boltzmann collision
 operator for a collision kernel bounded with compact support; see for instance [20]
 for a recent proof. D

 Now, we prove smoothness of the solution to the perturbed problem (3.17) on a
 fixed time interval under the assumption of an a priori bound on the Ll norm of
 the solution.

 Lemma 4.2. Let us consider a collision kernel B which satisfies the assumptions

 (2.2)-(2.4) and a sequence of smooth balanced perturbations [P£ = P£{f€))e which
 satisfy (3. 18) -(3.20), and let T > 0 be the length of the time interval. Assume
 that /o G Hk(T>L) for k e N and that f(t) is a (not necessarily positive) solution
 to (3.17) with initial datum fo, which satisfies the L1 -estimate

 (4-2) V¿e[0,T], ||/(f)||Li<M.

 Then, there exists a constant Ck{M) > 0, only depending on M, R, T and H/oHh* ;
 such that

 (4.3) ViG[0,r], ''f(t)''H^ < Ck(M).

 Proof of Lemma 4.2. We proceed by induction on k > 0. For the first stage k = 0,
 we apply Lemma 4.1 with p = 2 and g = h = f and we use assumption (3.19) on
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 the perturbation

 limili* < ''QR(fJ) + Pe(f)h*''f(t)''Li
 < (C2{R,B) + Co) ''f{t)''v''f(t)''h.

 Hypothesis (4.2) provides a control on ||/(t) Hl1 > and we can apply Gronwall's lemma
 to get the result (4.3) at stage k = 0.

 Let us now assume that (4.3) holds at stage k > 0, and let us prove that it also
 holds at stage (fc + 1).

 Let us first recall a formula on the derivatives of QR: from the bilinearity of
 QR and the translation invariance property of the periodized Boltzmann collision
 operator, one has

 V,Qñ(/, /) = QR(Vvf, /) + QR(f, V„/),

 which yields a Leibniz formula at any order 5 G N:

 llQfi(/>/)t,r = EIW./C

 (4-4) < cY: E (vli)''QR(Pf>r-ßf)''iv V ' W'<s |/x|<|i/| V '

 Now, using (4.4) with s = /c + 1 we have

 l|Cñ(/>/)ll2^ <c||gñ(/,/)||2Kícr

 (4-5) +c y: e (:)ii^(^/,^/)||2l2.
 |i/|=fc+i M<fc+i

 Prom Lemma 4.1 with p = 2 and ^ = 9^/, /i = dv~^f, together with the hypothe-
 sis (4.3), we get

 (4.6) ''QR(fJ)''H,er < C(fc,ñ)||/||^er||/||^er < C2{k,R,B)Ck{M)'
 Then we split the last term of (4.5) in two parts for ¡i ^ 0 and ¡i = 0. For ¡i ^ 0,
 we again apply Lemma 4.1 with p = 2 and # = 9^/, h = ô1'"^/ and use the fact
 that both derivatives |/x| = X^f=i 1^1 ^ ^ an(^ |^ - >u| < /c to obtain

 (4-7) E E ( u ) HQV"/,^-"/)!^ < C3(k,R,B)Ck(M)2.

 Finally, for /x = 0 we apply Lemma 4.1 with p = 2 and g = f, h = du f to get

 (4.8) 2 HQ*(/, 3*7)11^ < C74(fc,Ä,Ä)||/|Ui ||/||Ä*+i.
 |i/|=fc+i

 Then, gathering inequalities from (4.6) to (4.8) and using the assumption (3.19) on
 the smooth balanced perturbation P£, we have

 < C (C2 + C3) Ck(Mf ''f''H^ + C(C4 + C) ||/||Li ||/||2Hpfce+rl.
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 Finally, using the control (4.2) on ||/(¿)||li we apply Gronwall's lemma to get (4.3)
 at stage k + 1: there exists a constant Cfc+i(M), only depending on M, iî, T and
 ll/ollufc+i "^ such that "^ ""per

 V¿e[0,T], ''f(t)''H& ^ Ck+!(M).
 D

 Then, we establish existence and uniqueness of a smooth solution for the per-
 turbed problem (3.17) on a small time interval [0, f], f > 0.

 Proposition 4.3. Let us consider a collision kernel B which satisfies the assump-

 tions (2.2)-(2.4) and a sequence of smooth balanced perturbations [P£ = Pe(f))£>0
 which satisfy (3. 18) -(3.20). We assume that f0 e H*er(VL) forkeN and set

 (4.9) M = 2||/o||Li.

 Then there exists f - f(M) > 0 such that for all e > 0 the perturbed Boltzmann
 equation (3.17) admits a unique solution (not necessarily positive) on the time in-
 terval [0,f], where the solution f satisfies

 (4.10) Vte[0,í], ||/(í)||li < M.

 Moreover, there exists a constant Ck(M) > 0, only depending on M, R, and
 ||/o||iffc , such that

 (4.11) Vie[0,f], H/Mil/,*,, < Ck(M).
 Proof of Proposition 4.3. First, we apply Lemma 4.1 with p = 1 and g - h - f to
 obtain

 ||QÄ(/,/)ILx < c1(ä,jb) ll/IUi ll/IUi-

 Moreover, using assumption (3.19) on the perturbation, there exists C > 0 such
 that for all e > 0,

 II^Í/ÍIIli^ch/iiíx.
 Therefore, we obtain a constant C > 0, only depending on R and the collision
 kernel B, such that

 |ll/(í)lk'<c|l/llLi-
 This implies that

 II /mil <r II/oIIl1
 1 - C H/oIIl1 *

 Now, setting M = 2 H/oIIl1 and from the latter inequality, we show that there exists
 f < 1/(2C||/o||lO suchthat

 V* e [o,f], ||/(í)||Li <M,

 which gives (4.10).
 From the estimate in LX{J)¿) on the function f(t) on the time interval [0, f], we

 prove existence and uniqueness of a solution by the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem in
 L1(Dl) (because of the truncation on VL the collision kernel is a bounded bilinear
 function from Ll(VL) x Ll(VL) to Ll(VL)). Finally, from the bound (4.10) and the
 smoothness assumption /0 G H*ev(VL) on the initial datum, we are able to apply
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 Lemma 4.1, which proves that there exists a constant Ck(M) > 0, only depending
 on M, i?, T and ||/o||//fe , such that

 ll/(*)lltf*.r < Ck(M).

 This concludes the proof. D

 By iterating Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.1, we observe that uniform control
 on the L1(T>l) norm on an arbitrarily large time interval [0, T], together with
 smoothness on the initial datum, will ensure existence and uniqueness of a smooth
 solution on this time interval [0, T]. Furthermore, we observe that the control on
 the L1 (£>£,) norm is obvious for the classical Boltzmann equation, thanks to the
 positivity and mass preservations. Therefore, we shall now focus on the control of
 positivity of the solution, showing that the solution remains "almost positive" for
 an arbitrarily large time interval, hence allowing us to produce uniform control on
 the L1(P¿) norm for an arbitrarily large time interval.
 We first state a technical lemma which takes advantage of the mixing property

 of QR'+ in order to show spreading of the support of a characteristic function of a
 ball.

 Lemma 4.4. Let us consider a collision kernel B which satisfies the assumptions
 (2.2)-(2.4) and a truncated operator QR defined by (3.13) or (3.16). Then for all
 0 < r < '/2 L we have

 Q >+(l%r)'^M) > Colß(v,/xr)
 for some explicit 'x - /i(ñ, L) > 1 and Co > 0.

 Remark. Note that for r > y/2L one has l#(v?r) = 1 on the torus [-L^L^, and
 there is nothing to prove.

 Proof of Lemma 4.4. The invariance by translation allows us to reduce the proof to
 the case v = 0. The invariance by rotation implies that Ir := Qß'+(l#(o,r)> l#(o,r))
 is radially symmetric. More precisely, taking a C°° radially symmetric function <'>
 such that (/> > 0 on B = /3(0, r) and 0 < Iß on Rd, we have

 • the function v - > QR'+((j),<j))(v) is continuous,
 • for all v e Rd, Ir(v) > Q+ (</>,(/>)(*;),
 • for all v e B, Qß'+((/>,0)(ü) > 0.

 As a consequence, for any ball B' - 0(0^') strictly included in ß, there exists
 Kri > 0 such that Ir > Kr> 1#> .
 In order to conclude, we just need to estimate the support of Ir close to the ball

 B.

 Let us fix r' e (0, r) and choose î/,i£ G Bf such that 'v'' = |^| = r' and
 'vf - vfk'= min{R] y/2r'}. Then taking a in B' such that v, v*, vf, V+ is a square, we
 find 'v' = V2r' if V2rf < R and

 I . 'f>* *211/2 *

 otherwise. We define

 F R2 11/2 R f

 /xo= min 1-77-Ä2 +^= 2r' R ^min ^ ( V f '/l R/V2<r'<V2L I 4(r')2J 2r' R/(2V2L)<V<1/V2 ^ V /
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 The following concludes the proof: we deduce that for any v such that 'v' G
 (r', ßor') we have

 Ir(v)>Q+(<t>,<j>)(v)>0,
 since 4> is strictly positive in the neighborhood of the t/,v* associated to v con-
 structed above. Hence we deduce by taking r' < r close to r that for any 0 < ¡i < /x0
 we have

 Ir > C(/x,r) lß(0,Mr)
 for some constant C(/¿, r) > 0 depending continuously on r. We can choose ¡i -
 (1 + /xo)/2 for instance, and, for this choice of '±, we take

 Co = min C(//,r) > 0.
 0<r<V2

 D

 Finally, we establish the following positivity result on the solution to the per-
 turbed problem (3.17):

 Lemma 4.5. Let us consider a collision kernel B which satisfies the assumptions
 (2.2)-(2.4), a truncated operator QR defined by (3.13) or (3.16), and a sequence of
 smooth balanced perturbations [P£ - Pe(f))£>0 which satisfy (3.18)-(3.20).

 We assume that /o is a non-negative function such that /o G H^er(T>L) with
 k G N and k > d/2. Moreover, we define M = 2 H/oHl1 and fo,e a smooth balanced
 perturbation of fo, which is not necessarily positive and such that

 / /o,e = / /o and ||/0 - /o,e||jj*. < *l>(e),

 where i¡){e) goes to zero when e goes to zero. We also set f,Ck(M) > 0 as the
 constant defined in Lemma 4.1 such that from Proposition 4.3 we have

 Vie[o,f], ''f(t)''H^r < ck(M).
 Then there exists r G (0, f) which only depends on M , R and the collision kernel

 B, and there exists s > 0 which only depends on r, Ck(M), such that for all e such
 that 0 < e < ê and for any smooth solution H*eT(Vi) to the perturbed Boltzmann
 equation (3.17) with perturbed initial datum /o,£; we have

 VveVL, fe(r,v) >0.

 Moreover there exists rj(e), which goes to 0 as £ goes to zero, such that the non-
 positive part of f satisfies

 (4.12) II/"»- <»/(*), te[0,r}.

 Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let f > 0 be the length of the time interval for which there
 exists a smooth solution to the perturbed Boltzmann equation (3.17) with perturbed
 initial datum /o,£ such that (in the following we omit the subscript £ for the solution)

 ll/(*)K*or <Ck(M), te [o,f].
 We split the proof into three steps: first, we give a classical estimate on the loss
 term LR(f), second we establish an estimate of /~ with respect to the amplitude
 of the perturbation Pe(/), and third we use the spreading properties of Qß'+(/, /)
 to prove that there exists f G (0, f ) such that

 /(f,i;)>0, veVL.
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 Step 1. Applying Proposition 4.3 for the control of H/^Hl1 on the time interval
 [0,f], we get

 (4.13) I|£ä(/)Hl~ < C{R,B)''f''L, < C(R,B)M,

 which gives for all t G [0,r0], with r0 = min{f, ln2/(MC(i?, B))},

 (4.14) 2 >eMC(Ä'ß)*> e-f¿LR(f(a))d8 > e-MC{R,B)t > 1

 ¿>¿ep 2. Let us split / as / = /+ - /", with /^^ = max{0, ±/}, and use the
 monotonicity of QR'+ for non-negative distribution functions. It follows that

 QR'+(fj) = QR'+(f+-f-j+-n
 (4.15) > -[QR'+{f+,r)+QR<+(f-,f+)].
 On the time interval [0, r0], we apply Proposition 4.3 to estimate ||/(i)||i,i and since
 II/+WIIli < II/WII^- We get from Lemma 4.1

 (4.16) ''QR'+ (/+,/-) ||L=c, ||(5fi'+ (/-,/+) HL- < Coo(R,B)M''f-(t)''L~,
 which yields using (4.15)

 (4.17) QÄ>+(/,/) > ^Cooi^^MlirWIlLco.
 Thus from the Duhamel representation of the solution /, we have for v G T>l,

 f(t,v) = /o,e(t;)c-/o^(/W)(«)-

 + r [Qß'+(/(5),/(5)) + P,(/(s))] (v)e-fsLR(f(umv)duds
 Jo

 Jo

 Hence, we get from the lower estimate (4.17) of QÄ'+(/, /) and the smallness as-
 sumption (3.20) of the perturbation P£(f), for all v eT>L

 /-(M)=max{0,-/(M)} < 2^(£)+2 / (2Coo(Ä, B) M ||/-(s)||l~ + <p(e)) ds. Jo

 Finally, we take the supremum in v G T>l and apply Gronwall's lemma to get for
 any 0 < r < r0,

 ||/-(î)||l~ < (2i>(e) + 2rç)v{e))e±c^R^Mt := ^), ÍG[0,r0],
 which proves (4.12) on the time interval [0, To].

 Step 3. Let us prove that there exists f G (0, To) such that

 /(f,v) >0, veVL.

 We start again with the Duhamel representation of the solution

 /(M) = /0|e(t;)c-Ä^(/W)W-

 + f [QR^U(S)J(S)) + Pe(f(s))] (v)e-fsLR(f(umv)dudSi
 Jo

 but we now take into account the fact that the first term is essentially positive and
 we use the spreading property of the operator Qß'+ (Lemma 4.4).
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 On the one hand since the initial datum is smooth enough (k > d/2 is large
 enough such that /o,e is Holder), there exists an explicit 6 > 0 depending on Ck(M)
 such that for e small enough, there exists vq e T>l such that

 /o,e(«) > f is(«o,i)(u)-#0, with n = JL^..
 On the other hand, using the lower bound on the gain operator (4.17) and the

 estimate (4.12) of f~(t). It gives

 QR>+(f,f) > -2Cao(R,B)MV(e).

 Finally, using (4.14) and the smallness assumption on P£(f), it first yields for any
 0 < r < r0,

 f{t,v) > AolB(VOiô)(v) - y>i(£),
 with

 (4.18) Ao:= ', y)o(e):=2To(2C00(Ä,B)Mfy(e) + ^)) + i¡>{e).
 Now we choose s' > 0 small enough such that

 0 < ^ < ^o - Mei) *=> Mei) < Y'
 Thus, we get on any time interval [0, r] C [0, r0]

 f+(t,v) > ^1B(UO)Ì)(V).

 Hence, using the spreading properties of the operator Qß'+(/, /) of Lemma 4.4 and
 the monotonicity of QR'+ for non-negative distribution functions, it follows that

 QR'+(f+,n > ^Qr'+(1bM),1bM)
 A2

 Next, we again use the uniform bounds previously established in (4.16) on
 QR'+ (/+,D and Qñ'+(/-,/+):

 QR>+(f,f) > QR'+(f+,f+)-QR'+(f-,f+)-QR'+(f+,n

 > ^C0lB(vu^s)-2Coc(R,B)M(ri(e) + Me))-
 Finally, from the smallness assumption (3.20) of the perturbation Pe(f), it yields
 for t e [r/2,r] and with (4.14),

 f(t,v) > -t/>(e)+ ft[QR'+(f(s),f(s)) + Pe(f(s))](v)e-^LR^u^duds
 Jo

 > ^ColB(Uo,Mi)-2T[2C00(A)B)M(»7(e) + ¥.o(e)) + <p(e)] - 1>(e)
 = M lß(vo,M,j) - <P'{e)

 with

 ¿i = ^Co, ^i(£):=2r0 ^CooiÄ, ß) M (r,(s) + <po(e)) + <p(e)] - i>(e).
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 Now, we proceed by induction: assume that there exists (Aj,€j,(pj) such that
 on the time interval [r - r/2J , r] C [0, r0] and for e G (0, Sj), we have

 f{t,v) > Aj lB(vo^6){v) - <Pj(e),
 where

 A-(T'23~l '~ A23 O20"-1
 3 '~ '8/

 and ipj(s) -> 0 as e - > 0.
 Using the same method as before, we first set Sj+' such that

 .A •

 and prove that for t G [r - ^rr , t]
 / J '2

 QR'+(fJ) > (y) Co1b(vo^^ô)- 2Coo(RìB)M(rì(e) + ipj(e)).
 Then, from the Duhamel formula and the smallness assumption of P£(f), we finally
 get the following lower bound:

 f(t,v) > Aj+1lB{vOifÂJ+i6) - <Pj+i(e),
 with

 ¿i+i = ^Co, ^+i(e):=2r0 [2Coo(Ä,B) M (r,(e) + ^(^)) + ^)] - ^(s).
 Since /i > 1, the ball B(vQ,tiJ 6) eventually recovers the periodic box [-L,L]d

 i.e., for some J large enough: [- L, L]d C #(^cb ^ ^)> an(i f°r all í G [t - ^r , t] , by
 applying the J's times the previous induction we get for e G (0, Sj)

 f(t,v) > Aj1b{vOìIAj6)(v) - tpj(e).
 Finally, up to reducing e further, we have proved that there exists (r,£) which

 only depends on the collision kernel B, the initial datum /o, L and the perturbation
 function (f = (f(e) such that for all 0 < e < ê ,

 VveT>L, f(f,v)>0. D

 4.2. Existence and regularity on a bounded time interval.

 Proposition 4.6. Let us consider a fixed time T > 0, a collision kernel B which
 satisfies the assumptions (2.2) -(2.4), a truncation QR defined by (3.13) or (3.16),
 and a sequence of smooth balanced perturbations [PE = Pe(f))£>0 which satisfy
 (3.18)-(3.20).

 We assume that /o is a non-negative function, not zero everywhere, and such that
 /o G H*er(VL) with k G N andk> d/2. We define M = 2 H/bHn and (fo,e)e>o a
 sequence of smooth perturbations of /0 (which is not necessarily positive) such that

 / /o,e= / /o and ||/0 - /o.elln*. < ^(e),

 where ip(e) goes to zero when e goes to zero.
 Then there exists ê > 0, which only depends on the H*ev(T>L) and L1(T>l) norms

 of fo, such that for all e G (0,£),

 (i) there is a unique smooth solution f£ = /£(i, •) on [0,7] to the perturbed
 equation (3.17) with initial datum /0,£;

 (ii) this belongs to H^eT(T>L) (with bound growing at most exponentially);
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 (in) there is some explicit r}(e) > 0 (with rj(e) - > 0 as e goes to 0) such that the
 non-positive part is r¡(e) -small:

 V*G[0,n ||/e-(t,-)lli~<>7(e),

 where f~ denotes max{0, - f£};
 (iv) this solution satisfies for any p < k

 Vi e [0,T], ||/(f,.) - /e(i,-)||Hjer < fa),

 where /(£,-) is the solution of unperturbed periodized Boltzmann equation
 (3.21) and (p(e) is another explicit function which goes to zero as e goes
 to zero. Hence up to reducing e, the perturbed solution remains close to
 the unperturbed solution on the finite time interval on which we have con-
 structed.

 Proof. We set

 (4.19) Mk(T):=''fo''H^eCMT.
 First, applying Proposition 4.3 we have proven that there exists a small f > 0 such
 that the perturbed Boltzmann equation (3.17) admits a unique smooth solution on
 the time interval [0, f ] with

 and

 ||/e(í)IUÍM <Mk(f) <Mk(T).
 Moreover, from Lemma 4.5 there exist f < f and ê > 0, only depending on M ,
 Mfe(f) < Mk(T), R and the collision kernel B, such that for all 0 < e < ê,

 VuePi, /e(f,v)>0,

 ll/-(t)IU~ <»7(e), *G[0,f],
 and

 Vt€[O,f], ''f{t)''H^ <ll/o||^ereCM2f.
 Then, from the preservation of mass under the action of QR and P£i

 I QR(fe,fe)(v)dv= [ Pe(fe)(v)dv = 0,
 JvL JvL

 we have that

 / f£(r,v)dv = / fo(v)dv.

 Since /o is a non-negative function, it gives that at time f

 ll/e(r)||Li = II/oIIli,

 and on the time interval t G [0, f] we have

 ||/e(t)llLi < M and ||/e(i)||Hi„ < Mk{T).
 Therefore, we consider the perturbed Boltzmann equation (3.17) starting from /e(f)
 as initial data. On the time interval [f, 2 f] we apply Proposition 4.3 and get that

 ||/e(t)llLi < 2||/e(f)||Li = 2||/o||Li = M, Vi e [f,2f],
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 and

 ll/e(t)H*„ < ''fe(r)''H^eCM^-f)
 < ll/o||^ereCM2f

 < ''fo''H^eCMT = Mk(T), Vie [f,2f].
 Moreover, since f only depends on M, Mk(T), B and fí, we can again apply
 Lemma 4.5 on the time interval [f, 2f], which yields that

 /£(2f)>0.

 We finally proceed by induction to prove existence and uniqueness of a smooth
 solution fe of the perturbed Boltzmann equation (3.17) on the time interval [0, T],
 which proves assertions (i), (ii) and (Hi).

 To prove (iv), we compute the difference between the solution f(t) to the un-
 perturbed problem (3.21) and the solution f£(t) to (3.17):

 d{f~fe) ='(QR(f-fe,f + fe) + QR(f + fe,f-fe))+Pe(fe).
 Then, using the smoothness of / and fe, we have from Lemma 4.1 for any p < k
 that

 ''QR(f-feJ+fs)''H?er, ''QR(f+feJ-fe)'Uper < Cp(M) ''f+fs''H?er ''f-fe'Uper,
 and since the perturbation is small (assumption (3.20)),

 IIW)lltff.r < V(e),
 it yields that for all t G [0, T]

 ''f(t)-fe(t)''H?et <?(e),
 for some function ip(e) going to zero as e goes to zero. D

 5. Asymptotic behavior and global in time stability

 In this section we shall study the asymptotic behavior of the (unperturbed)
 periodized Boltzmann equation (3.21) based on a regularity study (in the spirit of
 [20]) and the entropy - entropy production theory (mainly relying on the method
 developed in [34]). Finally, on the basis of these results we shall prove a global in
 times stability result for the perturbed equation (3.17).

 5.1. Regularity study of the periodized Boltzmann equation. Let us prove
 the following result

 Proposition 5.1. Let us consider 0 < /o G L1(Pl) such that f0 G H^er(T>L) for
 some k > 0. Then there is a constant C > 0 depending on the L1 and H^ev(T>i)
 norms of /o such that the unique global non-negative solution (f(t))t>o to the peri-
 odized equation (3.21) satisfies

 ví>o, ''f(t)''H*er<c.
 We proceed as in [20]. In particular, we shall extend Lions' regularity result on

 Q+ to the truncated case Qß'+ [16, 17]. Hence we shall first prove the regularity
 property on the gain operator when the collision kernel is smooth and compactly
 supported, avoiding cancellations at zero relative velocities. Then, we shall include
 the non-smooth part of the kernel using the loss operator.
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 We shall split the collision kernel into a smooth and a non-smooth part. As a
 convention, we shall use subscripts "s" for smooth and "ns" for the non-smooth
 parts. In terms of the classical truncation (3.13) we set

 ( B?('g',cosO) = B(|fl|,cos6>) X£(|ff|) C,(|fl|) 6, (coso),

 ' BK('9',cosO) = BR('g',coSe)-B?('g',cos6),

 where x^(flO ÌS the mollified 'tf00 version of 1|^|<ä, Cr/Q?) is the mollified fé700 version
 of l^i^ry, and Orç is a 'tf00 function on [-1, 1] which is 1 on - 1 + 2rj < u < 1 - 2ry,
 and 0 in [- 1, - 1 + 77) and (1 - 77, 1] (the parameter 77 is the mollification parameter).

 In terms of the "fast" truncation (3.16) we set

 Í B?('y', |*|) = B('y', |*|) x«(|z|) x%('v') U'z + y') 6, (j$--) .

 l ß£(|»|,N) = ßÄ(|i/|,N)-ß.Ä(|»|,N),
 with the same notation.

 We deduce the following decomposition of the collision operator:

 where for instance, with the variables from the "fast" truncation,

 (5.1) Qf'+(/,/)=/ f BK('y','z')ô(yz)f(v + z)f(v + y)dydz.

 Under the assumption that both $ and b defined in (2.2) are smooth, the regularized

 truncature introduced above ensures that there exist two functions $^ and b^ such
 that

 f BÄ(H,cose) = *Ä(|z|)ftÄ(cosfl),

 I ^G^o°°(^'{0},M), ò£e<^([-l,l],R).
 In the following lemma we shall prove the regularity property of Q^'+.

 Lemma 5.2. Let B^('v - i>*|,cos0) satisfy the assumption (2.2)-(2.4) and (5.2).
 Then, for all r G R+

 ||aÄ'+(/,/)|U+^I < Creg(r,ßf) ||/||Li ||/||^er,
 «per

 where the constant Creg(r, B^) depends only on r and on the collision kernel

 Proof We closely follow the proof given by Lions [16, 17], and simplified and then
 reformulated in [35, 20]. Again the preservation of the translation invariance by the
 truncation is fundamental. Starting from the collision operator in the form (5.1)
 and performing a change of variable we get for v G VL

 QsH'+(/, /) = / B?{'< - v'l 'v' - v') ó (K - v) ■ („' - v)) /«) f(v') dvi dv',
 JRdxRd

 where B^ only depends on B^. Then we set [36]

 Tg(y) = f B?('z', 'y') g(z) dz, Tzg{.) = g(. - z),
 where

 y± = {ze Rd, zt-y = 0},
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 1968 FRANCIS FILBET AND CLÉMENT MOUHOT

 and we easily get for v G Vl

 Q?'+(fJ) = [ /M(voTor_,)/Wè'.
 Now, we want to estimate Sobolev norms of Qf »+ as a function defined in the torus
 Vl- Applying the Fubini theorem with the discrete and Lebesgue measures and
 the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it leads us to estimate the Sobolev norms of the
 Radon transform T on the torus Vl'.

 (5.3) ||Qf'+(/,/)fr+-i < ||/||Li / |/(v')|||7v oToT-sf f r+i^dv'. ■"per J^d Hper

 On the one hand, since the kernel BR is compactly supported in y and 2, the
 operator T maps periodic functions g to a compactly supported function Tg with
 supp (Tg) cßfiC Vl- Then we can consider Tg as a function in the whole space
 IK.

 On the other hand, using the regularized truncations x^ and Qv and the smooth-
 ness of $ and b in (2.2), it yields that B* = $*(|v - v*|) b*(cos6) with

 Then we can directly apply the result in [20], where the authors proved the following
 regularity estimates on the Radon transform T for smooth kernels:

 llTsll^-^i < CTe¿r,BK)''g''Hr
 for a function g defined in Rd. However, in the proof of the latter inequality, we
 can replace g by the smooth and compactly supported function gx% for which
 supp (x% 9) C Br cVl- Thus, for all g defined in the torus Vl, we get

 (5.4) HTffll r+^i = ''Tg'' ^ < Creg(r,ßsn)||5||^er.
 Finally gathering (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain the result

 ||Q.Äl+(/,/)|| r+i- < ^(r^^H/IUill/H^.
 ■"per

 D

 Corollary 5.3. Let B*('v-v*', cos 6) satisfy the assumptions (2.2)-(2.4) and (5.2).
 Then, for all p G (1, 00)

 ||Qf'+(/,/)||L, < Creg(r-,ßf) II/IU, ||/|Up
 with

 i 2 1,^1 ^ <fpe(i,2],
 ( pd if p e [2,00).

 Proof It is a direct consequence of Sobolev embedding and interpolation between
 Lp spaces. D

 Now we extend the regularity of QR>+ to general non-smooth kernels.

 Lemma 5.4. Let B be a collision kernel satisfying (2.2)-(2.4). Then, for allp > 1,
 there exist constants C, n and q < p (q only depending on p and d), such that for
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 all 5 > 0 and for all measurable functions f

 ||Qfi'+(/,/)||LP < Ci-»||/||L.||/||L, + 511/IIhII/Hlp.

 Proof We use a decomposition approach and split the operator QRi+ as the sum
 of a smooth part and a non-smooth part:

 QR'+ = QR'++QR¿+,

 where QR '+ is given by (5.1). Then, applying Corollary 5.3 we have for all p G
 (1, oo) that there exist q < p, namely (the role of q and p are exchanged here with
 respect to Corollary 5.3)

 q= <

 -, iîpe [2d, oo)
 v a

 and Creg(ri,BR), depending on the the regularization parameter 77 and blowing-up
 polynomially when 77 - > 0 such that

 (5.5) ||Q.Äi+(/,/)||Lp < CreS(r¡,B?) II/IIli II/IIl..

 Now we need to estimate the remainder Q^s'+ = QR^ - QR '+. To this aim, we
 split it as

 Qns+(/, /) = Qi '+(/, /) + Q2fi'+(/, /) + Q?'+(f, f) + Qf'+(f, f)

 with

 Q?'+(f,f) = I ß('y','z')S(yz)xR('z')[xR('y')-x^('y')]Cv^vffidydz,
 JRdxRd

 QR'+(fJ) = í B('y','z')Hyz)xR('y')[xR('z')-xR('z')i<;vQvf'ñdydz,
 JRdxRd

 QR'+(f,f) = I B('y','z')S(y.z)xR('z')xR('y')Cr,

 x 1-eJ ^ +'z' ) f'fidydz, 'V'y' +'z' 2/J

 Q4ñ'+(/,/) = / B('y','z')S(yz)xR('z')xR('y')ev(i-<:v)f'fídydz. JRdxRd

 On the one hand, we give a first estimate in L1(P¿), directly applying the estimate
 in Lemma 4.1:

 (5-6) ||Q£+||li < Ci (Ä, ^ll/lk'll/il^, a € {1,2,3,4}.
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 On the other hand, we treat for instance the operator £?f'+(/, /) and have for a
 fixed v eVL

 Qi^(fJ)(y)

 < f B('yl'z')6(y.z)xR('z') 'XR('y') ~ X*(M)| 'f''fl'dydz
 JRdxRd

 < f f ([ B{'v-v't |, 'v-v'')6((v-v:) -(v-v1))

 x 'xR{'v-<')--^{'v-^')''f:'d^dvr

 < U/Ib ||/||l» sup ( f BR('z', 'y') 'xR{'z') - X£(|*|)| dz)
 yeRd 'Jze Va- /

 < Coo^BJ^H/lliill/IUcc.

 Using similar techniques, we prove that for a G {1, 2, 3}

 (5-7) IIQ£'+IU» < C700(Ä,JB)»|||/||L,x||/|Uoo.
 For the fourth term, we have using the cancellation of the collision kernel B at
 small relative velocities as 'v - i>*|7:

 (5.8) IIQ?'+IU~ < Coo(a,b)i?7||/||li||/IIl«.
 Finally, by the Riesz-Thorin Interpolation Theorem and from (5.7)-(5.8) and (5.6),
 we deduce that for p G [1, +oc] there exist CP(R, B) > 0 and ß G (0, 1] such that

 (5.9) ''Q^(fJ)hP < Cp(ñ,5)^||/||L1||/||LP.
 To sum up we have obtained that for all p > 1 and 77 > 0 there exist C > 0, q < p,
 k0 > 0 and ß G (0, 1) such that

 ''QR^(fJ)hP < Cîj-^II/IUiH/IIl« + ì^II/IIliII/IIlp.
 The conclusion follows by choosing rj small enough. D

 Proof of Proposition 5.1. Now the proof of the propagation of regularity bounds
 is done exactly as in [20, Section 4 and Subsections 5.1 & 5.2] (except for the
 simplification that there are no moment estimates to take care of). D

 5.2. Entropy - entropy production inequalities. The periodized equation
 (3.21) preserves non-negativity, and for a non-negative distribution / one can for-
 mally compute an H theorem (see [14]):

 jtH(f(t)) = -D(f(t)) < 0
 with

 H(f)= [ f log fdv
 JT>L

 and

 D(f) = - I QR(f,f) log fdv
 Jt>l

 = ' 4 I (/'/i - //*) log f 4^-) B(y,z)dvdydz. 4 JvLxcR 'JJ* /
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 Then we can state the result which relates the entropy functional H and the
 entropy production functional D:

 Proposition 5.5. We consider the periodized Boltzmann collision operator for
 some truncation parameter R > y/2L, and we assume that the collision kernel
 satisfies B > bo'v - v+l1 , 7 > 0, for 'v - v+' < R. Then for any 77, a > 0 there is
 k G N and M, K > 0 (depending only on 77, a, òo, 7, R) such that

 DWyKHiflmoo)1^, moo = J¡- 'Vl' p= Jvl ( fdv, 'Vl' Jvl

 for any a < f e L1(Vl) with H^eT(T>L) norm bounded by M.

 Remarks. 1. Note that this is a functional inequality independent of the flow of the
 Boltzmann equation itself.

 2. In the case of the classical Boltzmann equation with v G Rd, the entropy
 production functional controls the relative entropy according to the Maxwellian
 equilibrium. Here the equilibrium is a constant, defined by the mass of / divided
 by the total volume of the torus.

 We shall adapt the method developed in [32] or later in [34, Proof of Theo-
 rem 2.1]. In the first step, we treat the case of a collision kernel B which is uni-
 formly bounded from below. In this case we prove the equivalent of the so-called
 Cercignani conjecture in the context of the Boltzmann operator periodized in the
 velocity space.

 Remark. Note that the assumption R > y/2L allows us to replace in the bound
 from below, when needed, the truncation by the integration over the whole torus.

 Lemma 5.6. Let us consider a collision kernel B which satisfies B > b0 > 0, a
 truncation QR defined by (3.13) or (3.16), together with R > y/2L. Then there is
 an explicit constant K such that for any 0 < / G L1(Vl) we have

 D(f)>KH(f'moo).

 Proof We proceed in several steps.

 Step 1. Since the entropy production functional is monotonous in terms of the
 collision kernel ß, it is not a restriction to replace B by 1 in the sequel for the
 estimate from below. Moreover it is always possible to bound from below the
 truncation 'v - v'' < R and 'v - v'J' < R (in case we performed the truncation for
 the fast spectral method) by the classical truncation 'v - v*' < R.

 Step 2. Using Jensen's inequality on the sphere integration (coming back to the
 classical truncation by the previous remark) and the joint convexity of the function
 (X, Y) i-> (X - Y) (log A" - log Y) on M+xM+, we compute

 DU) >C f [ (F - G) log £ I* dv* dv =: £(/), JT>L JB(v,R) I*
 where F = f f+ and

 Let us study more precisely the function G. As it was already observed by Boltz-
 mann himself, the function G only depends on v + v+ and ('v'2 + 'v+'2)/2. Moreover,
 here it is also periodic on the torus Dl since / is periodic. It implies (when / is
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 smooth, but we can always use mollifications to relax this assumption here) that it
 in fact only depends onv + ^.

 Step 3. Let us denote by St the semi-group of the heat equation on L1{Vl) (and
 for brevity we keep the same notation for its semi-group in L1(X>|)). Then the
 semi-group is compatible with the symmetries in the sense that

 Stiff*) = St(f) 5t(A)

 and StG only depends onu + ^ (this follows from a straightforward computation
 using the explicit formula for the Green kernel of 5¿).

 Step 4. Then we have the following computation as in [34]:

 ci* ((f ~g) *$ -{s>F-stG) iogtí = i^ - ^r (f+g)-
 where V denotes the gradient with respect to (v, v*) G M.2d.

 Then we bound from below the truncation lß(v,ß)(v*) by the integration over
 the whole torus for v+ (since R is large enough), and we compute

 2

 ~ D(Stf) = [ ~t? {F + Odvdv*
 - I A f(F - G) log £) dvdv*
 JVLxVL V U/

 Í VF VG 2
 JvLxVL t I*

 We deduce by the semi-group property that for alH > 0

 -|ß(S/) at ^ JvLxvL / W at* - ^ àtu 2 (StF + StG)dvdv„ at JvLxvL at* àtu

 and therefore

 D(f)>r([ ^ - ^ 2 (5tF + 5tG) A, ^) di.
 Step 5. We now use the fact that the operator

 '-> Rd

 (A,B) ^ (A-B)

 is bounded from T>l x T>l to T>l. Hence

 VStF VStG 2 PVStF 2
 5tF 5tG - * StF '

 since PVStG = VVG - Vu+ G = 0 from the fact that G only depends on v + v*. We
 deduce that

 D(f)>C [+OO(f YjM-(Y^' * (StfStf+ + StG)dvdvAdt
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 and thus (dropping the term StG)

 D(f) >C Jo r°(f ^ btj - {^f] ' btj / 2 StfStUdvdv' dt. Jo 'JvLxVL btj ' btj / + J

 Step 6. Prom now on the proof departs slightly more from [34]: it is simpler since we
 are in the torus and we have more symmetries. Let us show the following functional
 inequality: for any smooth non-negative function h,

 Í V^_/V^/A h h 2 hKdvdv^c2mmool JVLxVL h ' h J*

 where

 Í h 2
 I(h'g) = h Vv log - dv.

 JvL 9

 The proof only amounts to Jensen's inequality on the variable v±' since fv hdv =

 / -r JvLxVL h V T~ h J*

 Then as

 / Vh* dv* = 0
 JvL

 we deduce that

 / ¥-(^) n "> 2hK>c[ ^',to h = C/(IK.). JvLxVL n ' "> J+ JVL h

 Step 7. So far we have proved

 D(f)>D(f)>C3 / /(St/lmoo)*.

 Then a trivial computation shows that

 jtH(Stf'moo) = -I(Stf'moo).
 Moreover, from the explicit formula for St we have

 H(Stf'moo) ±±±22> 0,

 and thus we finally obtain

 D(f) > D{f) > C3 (HiSoflmoo) - 0) > C3 HUlm^). D

 Now we are ready to prove Proposition 5.5. Since we deal with a bounded
 velocity domain we do not care about possible decay of the collision kernel at large
 relative velocity (as for soft potentials), and the only cancellation we have to treat
 is the one for zero relative velocities.
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 Proof of Proposition 5.5. We only mention the difference as compared to the pre-
 vious proof.

 The reduction to a collision kernel uniformly bounded from below studied in
 Lemma 5.6 is done as in [34, Theorem 4.1]: write for some small 6 > 0

 B('v-v*') > <F (ßo-lß(o,Ä)(|w*|)),
 where Bo > b0 > 0, and deduce that

 D(f) > F (a>(/) - Ds(f)) ,
 where Do is the entropy production functional corresponding to Bq and

 Dö = ' 4 i Í (f'fi-fh) log^f lB(o,6)('v-v*')d<rdvdv*. 4 JVLxVL JSd-1 //•

 Then we have the following lemma, which is proved exactly as [34, Theorem 4.2].
 It is even simpler since Maxwellians are replaced by constant functions and the
 study of the tail is not needed (we omit the proof for brevity).

 Lemma 5.7. For any e G (0, 1) and a > 0, there are constants of smoothness A;, M
 and some corresponding constant Cdiag > 0 such that

 Ds<CdieigH(f'moo)1-*6d/4

 for any a < f € I/1(P¿) with an ííper(X>¿) norm bounded by M.

 But since we have

 D0(f)>CH(f'moo)
 from Lemma 5.6, it is straightforward to obtain the result by correctly choosing the
 parameter ö. D

 Now we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.1.

 5.3. Proof of the global in time stability. In this subsection we shall turn to
 the question of obtaining uniform bounds as well as global existence in order to
 conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, in Section 4 the smallness assumption
 on the truncation parameter e a priori depends on T and could go to 0 as T goes
 to infinity, since it depends on regularity bounds growing exponentially in time.

 In order to overcome this difficulty, we shall combine the following arguments:

 • for the unperturbed problem (3.21) we have a Liapunov structure, and the
 solution converges to a unique prescribed equilibrium from the regularity
 and entropy production studies;

 • the equilibrium distribution of the unperturbed problem (3.21) (that is, the
 constant functions on the torus) is also the equilibrium distribution of the
 perturbed problem (3.17);

 • by taking the size of the perturbation small enough (measured in terms
 of e), it is possible to construct a solution to the perturbed problem on
 an arbitrarily large time interval [0,T], on which moreover the perturbed
 solution remains close to the unperturbed solution (3.21), say in Sobolev
 norms;

 • finally the constant equilibrium functions are non-linearly stable for the
 perturbed problem, with a stability domain independent of the size of the
 perturbation.
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 Hence we shall deduce that as soon as the time for which the perturbed solution
 departs from the unperturbed solution is larger that the time-scale of relaxation
 to equilibrium for the unperturbed problem (3.21), the perturbed solution shall be
 trapped by the stability domain of the equilibrium before instability due to the
 perturbation can develop. Let us formalize these arguments in a proof:

 Proof of the global stability and asymptotic behavior in Theorem 3.1. Let us con-
 sider some initial datum 0 < /o G L1 which belongs to #per (£>/,) and some smooth
 balanced perturbations /o,£ of it. These perturbations have the same mass and
 therefore are corresponding to the same equilibrium (this is the reason for this
 assumption).

 Since the smooth balanced perturbation preserves the constant equilibrium of
 (3.21) and is non-linearly locally stable in any H^^Vl), we fix a 77 > 0 such that
 the constant distribution m^ = p/'T>l' associated to the mass p of /o on the torus
 has attraction domain with size 77 in Hper(T>L) for the perturbed problem (3.17).

 On the one hand, we show that there exists a unique solution f(t) to (3.21), and
 from Proposition 5.1 we obtain uniform regularity bounds for all t > 0:

 ll/(*)lltfp*.r<C-

 Moreover, from Proposition 5.5 there exists a time To such that the solution f(t)
 is 77/2-close to the equilibrium in H^ÇDl) {p < k) for t > To (using the Csiszár-
 Kullback inequality in the torus; see [5, Theorem 1] for instance):

 ll/W-moolk., ^ V/2-

 On the other hand, applying Proposition 4.6 with T = To, we prove that there
 exists ê , which only depends on the ifper (X>l) and L1 (T>l) norms of /0, such that for

 all e such that 0 < e < ê , there exists a unique smooth solution f£(t) G H^ÇDl)
 to (3.17) on [0,T0] such that

 V¿g[0,To], ||/e(t)||jf;er < C(To)

 and (for any p < k)

 ''m-fe{t)''„U < <PT0(e),
 where f(t) is a solution to (3.21) and f>T0(e) g°es t° zero when e goes to zero.

 Then, we fix a perturbation parameter ê small enough such that for e G (0, ê)
 the perturbed solution f£ satisfies

 ll/(*)-/e(t)lk„ < v/2.

 Finally, at time To the perturbed solution fe belongs to the stability domain of the
 constant distribution for the perturbed problem and it is trapped.

 Therefore there exists a unique global smooth solution /£, which is uniformly
 bounded for alH > 0 and such that for any p < k

 ||/e(*)||ifp,r < max(C(T0),C + 77).

 This achieves the proof of (i), (n), (in) and (iv). □
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 6. Application: Stability and convergence of spectral methods

 In this section we consider the following spectral approximation of (3.21):

 d/iV = ^ nR/r r '
 -q£- = ^ rNQ nR/r {JN,JN), r '

 where Vn denotes the orthogonal projection on P^v in L2(Vl) (the space of trigono-
 metric polynomials with degree less than at most N in each direction).

 The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem:

 Theorem 6.1. Consider any non-negative initial datum /o G H^eT(T>i), with k >
 d/2, which is not zero everywhere. Then there exists Nq G N (depending on the
 mass and H^eT(T>i) norm of f) such that for all N > No:

 (i) there is a unique global solution f^ = /#(£, •) to the following problem:

 (6.1) | dt
 { fN(t = 0)=PNfo;

 (ii) for any p < k, there exists C > 0 such that

 Vi>0, ''fN(t,-)''H^ < C;
 (Hi) this solution is everywhere positive for time large enough, and the mass of

 its negative values can be made uniformly (in times) L°° small as N -> oo;
 (iv) this solution f^ converges to f(t) the solution to (3.21) with the spectral

 accuracy, uniformly in time;
 (v) this solution converges exponentially fast to a constant solution on the torus

 prescribed by the mass conservation law.

 To prove Theorem 6.1, we want to apply Theorem 3.1 with the perturbation

 PnUn) :=VNQR(fNJN) - QR(fNJN)i

 which preserves the mass:

 / P*(fN)dv= [ (VNQR(fNJN)-QR(fNJN))dv = 0.
 JT>L JVL

 In the next lemma, we prove a consistency and smoothness result for this ap-
 proximation.

 Lemma 6.2. Consider a non-negative function f G i/per(p£,), with k > d/2, which
 is not zero everywhere. Then there exists C > 0 depending only on the collision
 kernel B and the truncation such that for all p G [0, fe] we have

 (6-2) ''P8(f)''HS„ < CH/IUiH/ll^.
 Moreover, for all p G [0, fe],

 (6-3) ''Pß(f)''Hi„ < C''f''L1^j^.
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 Proof. First, we split the operator P/v as

 l|f£(/)lker < IIQn(/,/)lk„ + ''rNQR(f,f)''H?er.
 As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we get that for all p G [0, k]

 (6.4) ''QR(fJ)'ÌH^ < CP(R,B) ||/fL1 ||/||2„per.
 Concerning the interpolation error estimate, the following result holds. If u G
 ií^er(P¿) for some p > 1, then

 C
 (6.5) ''u-VNu''Hv < -z^r - ''u''Hk .

 Then, taking p = k in the latter inequality and from (6.4) we obtain

 (6.6) ''VNQR(f,f)''2HPper < ''QR(fJ)''2HPer < CP(R,B) II/I& ll/ll2^.
 Gathering (6.4) and (6.6), we finally get

 l|í$(/)lker < cp(Ä,ß)n/i|Li||/i|WpPer.
 Moreover, again using the error estimate (6.5), it yields

 l|-nvU)llHger ^ G

 < C(ñ,5)||/||L1^j^.
 D

 Let us now perform a linearized study of the perturbed equation (6.1) by classical
 Fourier-basis decomposition. The only equilibrium distributions of the equation
 (3.21) are the constant, prescribed by the mass conservation. Let us consider the
 linearized version of the perturbed equation (6.1) around such a constant ra^:

 where

 £N'H(f) = VN [QR(f,l) + QR(l,f)].
 Let us prove the following lemma:

 Lemma 6.3. The operator CNiR is bounded and self-adjoint in L2(T>l). Moreover,
 it is non-negative, its null space is given by the constant functions, and it has a
 spectral gap À > 0. As a consequence, the constants are nonlinearly locally stable
 in any H^er(T>L) for the equation (6.1), with a stability domain independent on N.

 Proof The boundedness is trivial. Then, the periodized operator QR is translation
 invariant, which implies that the Fourier modes

 ek(v) = ^m^)}
 for k eZd are trivially eigenfunctions of CNiR. This provides a complete orthonor-
 mal eigenbasis in L2(T>l). A trivial computation yields

 CN'R(ek) = akekl'k'<N with ak:=- / [l+ek(y+z)-ek(y)-ek(z)] B(y,z) dydz.
 JcR
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 In particular we deduce that CNìR = CNìR Vn, and the self-adjointness comes from
 the following identity obtained by the usual changes of variables:

 / CN>R(f)gdv = -' 4 [ [VNf' + VNf:-VNf-VNf*i JvL 4 JvLxCR

 x [VNgr + VNg[ - VNg - VNg*} B(y, z) dy dz dv.

 Another formula for ak is readily deduced from the previous representation:

 If 2
 a>k = -7 / '(ek)f + (eky* ~ (ek) - (efc)*| 2 B(y,z)dydzdv.

 4 JVlxCr

 One sees from the second representation that ak = a~k < 0 for any k G Zd,
 and from the first representation and Lebesgue theorem it is easily seen that for
 |fc| - > oo the coefficients ak converge as

 ak
 'k'-too JcR

 Hence we deduce that ak G [a^, 0] for any k G Zd, with asymptotic convergence
 towards a^ for large k. Moreover, the null space can be computed: for some smooth
 periodic function 0, the equation

 </>' + & - (f> - fa = 0

 implies that the third-order derivative of (/> is zero, and the periodicity then imposes
 that it is a constant. Thus the null space is spanned by eo. It concludes the proof
 of the existence of a spectral gap

 Atf:=min{|a*|, ke [' - TV, N']d, k ¿ 0} > 0,

 which is uniformly bounded from below as TV - >• +oo, since

 An -> Aoo := min {'ak', keZd, k ^ 0} > 0.

 The non-linear stability in L2 comes from the fact that for the perturbation
 h - / - moo, we have the following control on the bilinear part:

 ''VNQR(h,h)''H,er<CB,R''h''l2

 for some given constant C&,r > 0 independent on N.
 Finally using the eigenbasis of the Fourier modes, a similar study can be per-

 formed in any Sobolev space H^er(T>L)' D
 Remark. Exact computations could be made for particular physical collision kernels
 B (in a similar way as the computation of the kernel modes /3(/,m) in [11, 12, 21,
 14]).

 6.1. Proof of Theorem 6.1. Consider the numerical solution fN given by solving
 (6.1). We can formulate the problem as a perturbation of the truncated Boltzmann
 equation. Indeed, setting

 PnUn) = -(Id-VN)QR(fN,fN),
 the problem (6.1) can be written as

 ^=QR(fN,fN) at + PN(fN). at
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 Then, applying Lemma 6.2, the perturbation P/v satisfies the assumptions of The-
 orem 3.1. Moreover, since /o G H^^Dl), we have straightforwardly

 ||/w (0)||fljer < ||/o||/fjer, ||/aK0) - /oIIh^ -> 0.

 Hence, we can directly apply Theorem 3.1 to the perturbation Pjy, which proves
 that there exists iV0 large enough and only depending on /0, the kernel B and
 the truncation, such that for all N > ÌVq, the perturbed system admits a unique
 uniformly smooth solution, which converges to a constant and satisfies all the points
 in Theorem 3.1.
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